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New e-mail address: mineralcouncil@zoho.com. Please
update your address books.
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Due to the coronavirus outbreak, the November meeting was took
place using Skype. Only a couple folks signed in so no business
could be conducted.

Westside Board Meeting
AGENDA
Opening of Meeting
Treasurer's Report
à Kathy Earnst
Committee Reports
à Wagonmaster -Ed Lehman
Old Business
New Business
Open Comments
Adjourn

Bob Pattie supplied some articles:
I believe that it is important for rockhound and the general public be aware of actions that are being taken in regard to our
public lands. With the change in government officials in Washington DC what we think we know today, may not be what will
happen tomorrow. We need to keep aware of the various study,
reviews, etc. that effect our hobby. This is an example of a
large activity that in some locations could effort our hobby
and/or our oppositions for the future.
The following article is a report on the study and potential
changes to the energy corridors (electrical and gas pipelines).
The map shows the area and particular lines that were studied,
and the report has detail on each area. From a rockhound point
of view, I do not see much of an issue. In the state of Washington, the two areas (Steven Pass and the road from I-90 to
Lester) have no changes expected in the near future. Other areas have some potential changes and such as widening a power
line and moving one from one hillside to another. I did notice
in the section on organization that were involved, I don’t see
any rockhound organization as being involved in some of the
early discussion or attending meetings on the subject, such as
the list of nongovernmental organizations included which included the following: Alabama Hills, Stewardship Group,
BARK, Center for Biological Diversity The Wilderness Society, Columbia Riverkeeper, Defenders of Wildlife, Friends of
the Inyo, Greater Little Mountain Coalition, Great Old Broads
for Wilderness Cascade Volcanoes Chapter, Oregon Natural
Desert Association, Oregon Wild, Pacific Crest Trail Association, Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club and the Bodie Hills
Conservation Partnership, Trout Unlimited, and Western Watersheds Project.

Proposed Meeting Calendar for 2021
West side board meetings:
01/19, 03/16, 05/18, 10/19
At 7:30PM at the
Maplewood Clubhouse
8802 196th St SW, Edmonds
General meetings :
04/10, 06/05, 11/06
All general meetings will be held at:
Palace Café
4th & Main
Ellensburg
Meeting @ 9:30 AM

Regions 4, 5, and 6 Energy Corridor Abstracts
The BLM, USFS, and DOE released the Regions 4, 5, and 6
Report on November 2, 2020, and are requesting stakeholder
input. The Agencies request comments be submitted by January 31, 2021.

GPS Co-ordinates Needed
The WSMC needs the GPS co-ordinates of any and all of the
collecting sites in the state. In an effort to make the map
booklets as accurate as possible the Mineral Council is asking
for everyone to record GPS readings while on field trips
The data can also be used to help in our fight to keep our
collecting areas open.

On February 20, 2019, the BLM, USFS and DOE published
draft energy corridor abstracts for the Regions 4, 5, and 6 review process. That release initiated a 45-day stakeholder review period which closed April 8, 2019. The review includes
59 energy corridors across BLM and USFS lands located in
California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and
Wyoming. Revised corridor abstracts were released on
May 14, 2019, and are available below.

Dues are due

Regions 4, 5, and 6 Report Released
The U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS), and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
have released the Regions 4, 5, and 6 Report and are requesting
stakeholder input regarding energy placement on Federal lands
across portions of California, Idaho, Montana, portions of Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming. The agencies are
requesting comments be submitted prior to January 31, 2021.
The report is available on the Regions 4, 5, and 6 Regional

Download the PDF or Word version from the WSMC
website in the Misc. Resources menu.
Please send the dues and form to Kathy Earnst
27871 Minkler Road
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
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Review page of the West-wide Energy Corridor website.
Please submit comments using the input form on the Westwide Energy Corridor Information Center website.

cades,” Krehbiel said. “Bringing the grizzly back home would
just be huge to restoring this ecosystem.”
The bears help maintain open, alpine meadows surely as a
rototiller, as they dig in the ground with their big claws and
muscular backs for insects, roots and small mammals, such as
marmots and ground squirrels, said Bill Gaines, an independent biologist based in Leavenworth, who has worked on grizzly
recovery since the 1980s.

For More Information
Additional information and background is available on the
West-wide Energy Corridor Information Center website
at http://corridoreis.anl.gov. If you have questions, contact the
West-wide Energy Corridor project team
at Corridors@anl.gov.
Please forward this message to any party you feel may be interested in Section 368 West-wide Energy Corridors

Grizzly reintroduction also would restore the natural balance
of animal life in the North Cascades with likely cascading effects, Gaines said.
In Yellowstone National Park, for instance, reintroduction of
grizzly bears and wolves resulted in a redistribution of elk from
riverbanks, allowing vegetation and birds to come back to
those areas. Similar effects could happen if the grizzly were
recovered in one of the few areas suited to them in the Lower
48: the more than 6.5 million acres of wild, open area comprised of the North Cascades National Park and parts of several national forests, Gaines said.
Just like the last time we studied the grizzly bear situation; I see very little science to base the reintroduction of
Grizzly Bears in Washington State. The last one seen was
what was thought to have been in Washington was on the
Canadian-U.S. border and that was in 1996. The supporter of this project seen to be the people that are tour
guides and photographers hoping to see a grizzly (1 of
the 2 planted the first year) and still be far enough to be
safe. Also they seem to be opening the area for the bears
to include the land between the Canadian border and
Snoqualmie Pass (I-90) that in a National Forest (an area
where a lot of people live and work. We need to be ready
to comment if and/or when this comes up.

What to expect in 2021 regarding usage
of our public government land
A recent article by Lynda V. Mapes in the Sunday Times
(11/22/2020) discussed the following topics.
From reintroduction of the grizzly bear to its wild North
Cascades redoubt to attacking climate change, a wide
range of environmental policies could see a new direction in the Pacific Northwest under a Biden administration.

On Synthetics, Imitations, and Substitutes
in the Gem World
by Roger K. Pabian

On September 30 of this year [2002], I completed teaching
Gemology at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. I had taught
that course 25 to 30 times. I had always saved the quartz and
chalcedony gems until near the end of the class. I always
thought of that as saving the best until last.

This article included the below item and went into more
detail in other areas, at this time I am going to discuss the
grizzly bears. The parts of this report that is a direct extraction from the article in the paper it is italicized.
Endangered species
The Biden administration could reverse the withdrawal of federal Endangered Species Act protection for the gray wolf; reconsider listing for the wolverine; restart reintroduction of the
grizzly bear to the North Cascades region; and restore effects
due to climate change as criteria for listing and critical habitat
designation.

I had always pointed out that there was really no economic
impetus to forge any chalcedony gem as they usually are common and relatively inexpensive compared to stones such as
ruby or diamond.
On October 1, 2002, I entered a new world in my understanding of chalcedony gems. Not only had I seen a rather decent
forgery of an agate nodule; I had determined the steps in making one.

Robb Krehbiel, Northwest representative for the nonprofit Defenders of Wildlife, said the Trump administration’s onagain, off-again stance on grizzly reintroduction exemplified
policymaking that was not based in science.

The agate “nodule” was purported to have been purchased directly at an agate mine in China this past year. The stone was
made up of a very thin slice of agate and a naturally rounded
mass of what appears to be rhyolite. The slice of banded agate

“This is the last native carnivore still missing from the Cas4
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was backed with colored tissue paper and this was pasted to the
mass of rhyolite. A “bezel” was built up around the agate slice
such that it appeared that the stone was a nodule with a polished, flat face. The bezel appeared to have been built up of the
same material as “punk” (those glowing sticks we used to light
fireworks on the 4th of July). It appears that the slice of agate
was polished after it had been attached to the massive rock.
The chromium oxide that was used for a polishing compound
artificially stained the rhyolite mass a shade of green that is
almost identical to that of the mineral celadonite, the green
“skin” of relatively fresh agate nodules. I also observed chromium oxide in the porous areas of the agate slice. All in all, the
stone was very convincing and the forgery was quite well done.

opal doublets and triplets, soudee stones and others. These
stones can usually be detected by several simple tests that include magnification and immersion in a liquid such as water or
olive oil. This category may also include larger stones that
have been made up of several smaller stones that have been
fused into one piece.
Imitation stones include such things as glass, plastic, or other
resins and these have been made to resemble a more expensive
natural or even synthetic stone. Foilbacks are made to imitate
opal and these are quite easy to detect.
Reconstituted stones include such things as turquoise and lapis
lazuli. Here the turquoise or lapis lazuli that is often found as
small stains in large bodies of rock is pulverized along with the
host rock and then separated from it. The remaining lapis or
turquoise is impregnated with a resin to produce a solid material. Often the stones are laced with inclusions such as pyrite or
dark iron oxides to make them appear more natural.

The quality of the agate, however, was very poor. It lacked
color and contrast, even with the tissue paper backing. It had
no defining structure other than relatively wide-spaced, concentric bands. Most show dealers probably would not have
stocked a stone of such mediocre quality and it likely would
have ended up in one of the give-away boxes for kids at a
show. It is difficult to imagine why one would go to the trouble
to forge what would have been a two-dollar stone at best.

Another kind of imitation that has come about in the past 20 or
so years are stones that have a very thin layer (several atoms
thick) of some metal such as gold, titanium, molybdenum, and
so forth, applied to them by their vaporization in an electric
arc. Some of these stones are sold under trade names such as
Aqua AuraTM and other fancy sounding names.

What is ominous, however, is that such techniques could be
used to make forgeries of, for example, high quality and very
highly priced agates from northern Mexico. Many of the very
choice agates from Mexico command very high premiums. It
would be conceivable to me that someone might be tempted to
make such a forgery by getting 20 or so choice appearing agates from a single nodule.

Substitute stones may include such stones as green tsavolite
garnet being used for emerald or red spinel being used for ruby. The organic world features cultured pearls and synthetic
coral. The former can only be identified with X-ray so the gritty feel across the teeth is of no avail.

The moral of the story is that one can’t be too careful when
spending a lot of money even for an agate. They can be forged;
they have been forged.

There is nothing wrong with getting a synthetic, imitation, assembled, or reconstituted stone so long as the dealer sells the
stone as such. Unfortunately, there are some who will not label
their stones accordingly and knowing a few tips can help you
from becoming victimized.

For many years, gemologists had not discovered any blue garnets. However, about two years ago, blue garnets were discovered in Africa. One is always finding something new in the
world of gems. These new findings are what keep them so interesting.

Remember, if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.
From The CMS Tumbler 12/20, via Pick & Shovel, 6/20;
from Pick & Shovel, 10/02

Synthetic stones are ones that have essentially the same physical and chemical properties as their natural counterparts. Corundum (ruby and sapphire), emeralds (beryl), alexandrite
(chrysoberyl), spinel, opal, and coral have been manufactured
in the laboratory and these stones can confound the unwary.
The cold war era led to the synthesis of many kinds of gemstones that were needed for weapons grade laser guidance systems. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, many of these
stones have found their way into the gem market and many are
very attractive stones.

A Dinosaur ‘Stomping Ground’ Surfaces
on the Isle of Skye
By Brigit Katz
SMITHSONIANMAG.COM MARCH 12, 2020

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/dinosaurstomping-ground-surfaces-isle-skye-

The nature of the growth lines in the crystals as well as the
kinds of inclusions in the stones offer the gemologist the best
chance to separate the synthetic from the natural stone. Many
new synthetic stones appear annually and the best source of
information about them and how to separate them can usually
be found in Gems and Gemology, the publication of the Gemological Institute of America (GIA). Gems and Gemology is the
only American publication in which I take much stock as it is
supported by subscriptions only and carries no advertising.

Two sites preserve around 50 footprints, a discovery that highlights the richness of prehistoric life on the island
The Isle of Skye, which sits off the northwest coast of Scotland, is today known for its windswept mountain ranges, rugged sea cliffs and crumbling castles. But millions of years ago,
the landscape was very different—part of a subtropical island
filled with beaches, shallow lagoons and dinosaurs. The rich-

Assembled stones include such things as garnet glass doublets,
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cording to the study authors, body fossil remains from the Middle Jurassic are sparse, which is unfortunate, because this was
an important period of evolutionary diversification for many
dinosaur groups. Footprints, as the track sites show, can offer a
compelling glimpse into the prehistoric past when other types
of remains do not survive. Skye has proven itself to be a particularly fruitful location in that regard; previously, the same research team documented prints left by both carnivorous theropods and towering sauropods were found there.

ness of Skye’s prehistoric past came to light with the recent
discovery of two fossil sites that preserve some 50 dinosaur
footprints, among them a type of track that has never before
been documented on the island.

“We knew there were giant long-necked sauropods and jeepsized carnivores, but we can now add plate-backed stegosaurs
to that roster, and maybe even primitive cousins of the duckbilled dinosaurs too,” Brusatte says. “These discoveries are
making Skye one of the best places in the world for understanding dinosaur evolution in the Middle Jurassic."
From SMRC Rock Talk 03/20

The Graffiti Highway Is Now History

Deltapodus prints offering the first strong evidence that stegosaurian dinosaurs were part of the Middle Jurassic landscape on Skye (Steve Brusatte).

by Kat Koch

Centralia, PA is a famous ghost town. An uncontrollable underground coal mine fire started in 1962 and has been raging
for 58 years. Around 1890 Centralia was a boomtown that had
14 mines (carbon-dense anthracite coal) in the area and a population of 2,800. As the mines gradually closed the population
had shrunk to about 1,400 people in 1962. Today the population is less, around 5 people with almost of them senior citizens. Extreme heat from the fire had opened fissures in the
ground and was leaking dangerous levels of smoke, carbon
monoxide and hot billowing steam. The government issued a
forced evacuation in 1981 because of the growing number of
ground fissures. The underground fire is estimated to be around
400 acres. Pennsylvania State Route 61 through the town of
Centralia has been closed since 1993 due to damage and toxic
condition caused by the underground fire. Eventually a new
highway 61 was rebuilt to the east. Through the years tag artists have been coming to this section of the old road and spray
painting all types of graffiti: Inspirational, off color, happy, sad
and colorful. This section of highway continues to emit gases
and hot steam plus cracked and split open. The area has also
been featured in a few PBS programs, TV specials, researched
by several well-known authors for books and by writers for
documentaries, etc.

According to the Guardian’s Nicola Davis, the prints were
found at the cliffs of Rubha nam Brathairean, or Brothers’
Point. One of the track sites had been explored before, but its
paleontological treasures remained hidden until storms shifted
some boulders, revealing footprints among sedimentary rocks
that are about 170 million years old. During the Middle Jurassic period, which spanned from 161 to 176 million years ago,
this site consisted of mudflats bordering a lagoon, where an
array of dinosaurs ambled about, leaving tracks that were preserved across the ages.
Among the footprints, a team of researchers reveal in the journal PLOS One, were three-toed tracks belonging to various
sizes of carnivorous theropods, a bipedal dino subgroup. Other
tracks have been tentatively connected to large-bodied, herbivorous ornithopods, a group that includes the hadrosauridae (or
duck-billed dinosaurs).
But perhaps the most exciting among the prints were Deltapodus tracks—a general descriptor for delta-shaped tracks likely
left by plated or armored dinosaurs. (As Gizmodo’s George
Dvorsky points out, paleontologists are sometimes wary of
ascribing prints to specific species, opting instead for broad
morphotypes.) In this case, researchers believe that the prints
belonged to a stegosaur, a subgroup of plate-backed, beaked
dinosaurs that included the iconic Stegosaurus. These Deltapodus prints are the oldest ever found, and provide the first strong
evidence that stegosaurian dinosaurs were part of the Middle
Jurassic landscape on Skye.

The section of the abandoned highway 61 now sits on private
property owned by Fox Coal Company. For some hard to understand reason, during the current pandemic more people than
usual have been coming to this one mile section of highway
There have been large, rowdy crowds. Some holding tailgate
parties, setting fires, racing up and down the highway on dirt
bikes, camping and in the end leaving loads of trash behind.

The discovery of a dinosaur “stomping ground” on the island
enhances experts’ understanding of prehistoric life in Scotland,
where dinosaur fossils are “so rare,” Stephen Brusatte, paleontologist at the University of Edinburgh and co-author of the
new study, tells Nina Pullano of Inverse. The prints thus help
researchers “get a better sense of the variety of dinosaurs that
lived near the coast of Skye during the Middle Jurassic,” explains Paige dePolo, a PhD student at the University of Edinburgh and lead author of the report.

Attention: All Newsletter Subscribers
If you, or someone you know should be receiving this newsletter
electronically and are not, please contact Bob Pattie or myself
(Glenn Morita).
We are trying to keep our mailing list current and want to make
sure that everyone who wants an electronic version of the
newsletter gets one.

The find has broader implications, too. Around the world, ac6
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Local Area Shows for 2021
March 2021
27th 10am—6pm
28th 10am - 5pm

Sweet Home Rock
& Mineral Society

72nd Annual
Rock & Mineral Show
“Petrified Wood”

April 2021
23rd 10am - 4pm
24th 10am - 5pm
25th 10am—4pm

Yakima Rock &
Mineral Club

59th Parade of Gems
Adults - $6 $5 w/coupon
Students - $2
K – 12 years free w/ paying adult

June 2021
5th 9am - 5pm
6th 10am - 4pm

North Idaho Mineral Club

Annual show

Kootenai County Fairgrounds
4056 North Government Way
Coeur d’Alene ID

June 2021
18th 10am - 5pm
19th 9am - 5pm
20th 10am—4pm

Lower Umpqua Gem &
Lapidary Society

Annual Rock
And
Gem Show

Reedsport Community Building
451 Winchester Avenue
Reedsport OR

People were also vandalizing the town, setting fires, spray
painting the cemetery and destroying the remaining buildings.

Sweet Home HS Activity Gym
1641 Long St.
Sweet Home, OR
Central Washington State Fair Ground
Modern Living Building
1301 South Fair Avenue
Yakima ,WA 98901

Turquoise Although turquoises do have some physical limitations
as jewelry stones, with proper cutting, treatment, and care, they
can make wonderful additions to your collection. What is Turquoise? Chemically, turquoise is a hydrated copper/aluminum
phosphate of aggregate, cryptocrystalline structure. Only one deposit is known to produce transparent to translucent crystals:
Lynch Station, Virginia. (Specimens from this locale are rare and
bring a hefty price from collectors). More typically, this stone
occurs as an opaque deposit in nodules, in veins within host rocks,
or as shallow crusts on the surface of rocks. Massive turquoise is
always opaque.
Tanzanite In its rough state, tanzanite can be a reddish brown to
clear; the popular blue hues are achieved through heat treatment.
While generally considered a blue gemstone, tanzanite can be
found in colors that range from royal blue to indigo and violetish
purple.
Tanzanite displays a sort of magic: it can show sapphire blue, violet or burgundy when viewed from different angles. This phenomenon is called trichroism. Pleochroism (showing different colors
from different angles) is common in gemstones; sapphire, for example, is dichroic - it shows two different colors. Trichroism
(three colors) is extremely rare and tanzanite is one of the only
gemstones known to exhibit this effect.
Blue Zircon Locality: Vietnam Size: thumbnail, Approx. 5.5 mm
each; 13.5 carats Zircon (multi-stone set) Zircons are one of the
most diverse gems when it comes to color. Vietnam has only recently made a significant impact on the world gem trade producing some very fine Rubies along with some very fine Zircons.
Typically one associates Zircon gems with the color blue, but Zircon occurs in virtually every color of the rainbow. This set features 14 individual eye clean gems of varying hues, all from Vietnam. The colors range from blue to yellow to orange to red, with
shades of pink and copper in other stones. No two stones are exactly the same color, and assembling matching sets of stones like
this is not an easy task, especially since all the stones have the
same style of round cut, so they match perfectly

All of this activity has caused a huge liability to the property owners. In April, 2020 a contractor was hired to cover the road with
gravel and dirt. The Graffiti Road is now part of history.

Zircon is actually the oldest known mineral on Earth; some samples have been dated 4 billion years old. Australia claims deposits
that date back this far.

Bibliography: Atlas Obscura, Wikipedia, Fox News, Daily Mail
UK, Reddit/AbandonedPorn -

From YRMC 12/20

From Hard Rock News 12/20, via 10/20 CMS Tumbler
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Westside Board Meeting
Tentatively 01/19/20
7:30pm
Via Skype
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